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  trained us how to reverse years of chronic health problems by removing wheat from our day to
day diets. Right now, Dr. William Davis has created a portable guide, ideal for quick reference at
the grocery store. Wheat Belly Slim Guidebook  details on grain-free alcohol consumption    •  an
extensive grocery and pantry list   bestseller Wheat Belly •• top ten easy dishes  • •  a guide to carb
counting   tips about how to control cravings and much even more •      contains:  The #1 New
York Times  advice on finding good meals resources of prebiotic fibers to revive bowel health    
lists of safe sweeteners, secure thickeners, and safe flours    •  
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Life changing information!!. I have already been following Dr. I were only available in November
and was totally compliant by mid December. AND I plan to carry it in my purse to answer
questions for me personally when I shop! I love "Wheat Tummy Total Health" may be the most
comprehensive publication that he provides out! I've lost close to 130 pounds and reversed my
diabetes and SO much more!So, how about "Wheat Stomach Slim Guidebook." I pre-ordered it,
read it, and I love it!! It's so small and yet covers so much! It gives you all of the essentials that
you should get started as well as a great guide to transport around with you! Davis. Great
information! Actually which brands to get on a few items. My guess can be that once you
examine this, get grain free of charge and feel so superior to you ever dreamed possible again,
you will want to know more! It can help make it so much easier to stay on the right track! I didn't
think changing my diet would help nonetheless it has. Excellent, concise, and perfect brief
version of the approach to life plan for those who've felt overwhelmed . I've been grain-free 2
1/2 years and experience so many health improvements I can't imagine turning back.. Simple
Starter Guidebook for Grain-Free Eating This is the perfect resource to hand to anyone who
would like an instant and easy guide to get started with the grain/sugar-free lifestyle. Explains
the dangers of hydrogenated fats. Davis's books and also have been carrying out this since
August 2014, with radically positive results to my health and weight. Nevertheless, I find that
when I make an effort to show friends or family how to get started on this, they think it is
overwhelming. Much like a Paleo diet, going grain free works for me personally..! and it's
worthwhile. I no longer have meals cravings and have held off the 38 pounds I lost nearly 2.5
years now. I no longer have problems with joint pain, flaky epidermis, IBS symptoms, and
Supplement D insufficiency. I'm in my later 50s and my cholesterol and triglyceride levels are
better than when I was in my own 20s. All the books provide precious information, some of it
overlap's but with each publication I get yourself a few new tips, recipes and ideas to navigate
this completely different life style. I pulled it out several times in the grocery store the other day.
compact and concise. Life Changing At a trip to an area health food store, the dog owner started
talking to me about the Wheat Belly books and Dr. Davis and living the Wheat Tummy life style
for over a year . 5 (as of 1/14/17). It was the best holiday time of year I ever endured because I
got through it without weight gain, even lost a couple of pounds. But the best part of the lifestyle
may be the freedom from food craving. If you are a slave to your food cravings and food
cravings, these books will be your savior. The Slim Guideline is great because there are helpful
dining out guidelines as well which the additional books don't include. This was an extremely
informative book. But, really like this one since it is so readable and has some of the best recipes
in it. Much like a Paleo diet, heading grain free functions ... While it's accurate that it's
challenging to have to re-find out what it actually means to have healthy diet plan, it can be done
. I've noticed the sharpened pains that acquired throughout my body have died. I've also read
"Wheat Belly" by Dr.. Love this book Love this book!! I've all of Dr. Davis wheat tummy books and
love all of them. Really great book! I've been grain, glucose and potato free of charge for that
long as well!Great to add to your Wheat Belly library if you curently have others too!! Great
Resource This is perfect for people just starting in this manner of life. Highly recommend even if
you're not prepared for the full program!. Lost inflammation. The idea of quitting wheat and
grains was very intriguing and I picked up Wheat Belly Total Health, then the cookbook,v the
Detox book and today this Slim Information.. Explains Phytates, and WGA..never thought I
possibly could give up sweets, yet I did effortlessly..I shed the weight, quickly at goal and feel
very well. Great publication.this book is something I could take with me when from the bigger
books. That is an excellent short version to move around to those you discover it hard to



influence.it informs me everything I need to find out when I'm on the road..thus happy Dr. Davis
came up with this. Davis, but I found the "Wheat Stomach Slim Guide" actually all I want as a
concise however thorough guideline to my grain-free life style.. Short and to the point. Excellent
source of good health, opens your eye to all or any grains and corn products and their toxic
results. I've most of Dr.Wheat Belly method of eating saved my entire life. Physically improved
my life. I purchased the digital version therefore i might have it with me on my mobile phone all
the time for quick reference. I have already been applying the approach to eating for about a
month. I dropped 12 pounds in 12 weeks, got my blood sugar levels to below diabetic amounts,
and could stop acquiring Nexium for acid-reflux. Also my vocabulary is normally comin back.!
slim must read great up to now. I bought 3 books that one has recipies Good info What expected
Good book Good book One Star Returning An absolute must have addition to your Wheat Belly
collection of books A great way to have the vital info in one place. Excellent Book great dishes for
gluten free of charge Dr. Davis sheds light on why wheat is becoming such an issue
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